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Board places $36 surcharge on Spring Semester fees
By TIM HARTIS
TJ editor
Full-time students will pay
a $36 surcharge on academic
fees next semester.
The Boafd of Trustees approved the surcharge in a special
meeting last Monday in Columbia. Part-time students will pay
$3 more per credit hour.
"We don't have any other
choice," Winthrop President
Charles B. Vail told members
of his liaison committer after
the board meeting. "It's only
because the state is in a financial
crisis."
The surcharge was prompted
by a state freeze on 2.19 percent
of Winthrop's 1981-82 budget.
The
freeze translates
to
$258,639 that Winthrop cannot
spend.
Students can f«y the surcharge when they pay their
second semest«>r fees. Those who
have not paid by January 5th
will be billed.
Students received word of
the surcharge in a letter by mail
from Vail last week.
"We were confronted with
the serious problem of meeting
demands of the state without
impairing severely the instructional programs of the college,"
Vail said in the letter. "The
Board agreed to ask students to
help us in this time of difficulty."

By LYNN REICHERT
TJ news editor
Stacy Bollinger, chairman of
Campus Review Committee, saidshe has had complaints from
students that hazing has been
taking place by campus organizations.
"I don't know if there's
hazing or not," Bollinger said.
"I see things and wonder if it's
harfng or not." Bollinger said
she wants these complaints
brought to the attentions of the
students. She said that If enough
students see hazing and ^peak
up, Campus Review will look
into the matter.
Carol Anfin, dean of students, said Winthrop's policy on
hazing is the definition of hazing
that is universally accepted by
fraternity and sorority national
offices.
"Hazing is something that the
nationals of each organization
are opposed to and will not
tolerate." Anfin said.
The Board of Trustees, in1978, also mandated there

The extra money from stu- much of its budget is "people'
dents will not be due until money, Vail said. And all Jobs
March 1, 1982, Vail said. That at the college are needed.
Vail said 92 percent of Winway, students will not be caught
throp's budget is for payroll
in a holiday pinch for money.
money,
including student assisAnd if the state lifts part or
all of the freeze on Winthrop tant money. The rest goes for
spending, students will be re- energy ($500,000 a year), suppfunded part or all of the sur- lies and equipment.
"There's no place to cut
charge.
"This is only for one semes- people," he said. "We have 18
ter," Vail said. "I hope the fees fewer people working for Winfor 1982-83 will be the same as throp today than in 1975.
We have experienced a 33.9
1981-82."
The surcharge will compen- percent increase in students
sate for just over half of the
money lost by the college in
the freeze. The other half will
be recovered by "scraping here
and there," Vail said.
Supply money to some
school departments will be cut.
Some positions now vacant will
not be filled.
And three holiday workweeks at Winthrop will be
changed from five 8-hour days
to four 10-hour doys, Vill csid.
Not having to heat college
buildings three days will save
$6,000 to $8,000, Vail said.
The college will return to a 5day workweek next semester.
Other state supported colleges will also place surcharges
on their academic fees next semester. Their surcharges will
likely range from $25 to1
$75.
Winthrop cannot absorb more
than half of the freeze because

would be no hazing on this
campus.
The hazing policy states that
'hazing is any action taken or
situation created, intentionally,
whether on or off campus premises, to produce mental or
physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment or ridicule."
Anfin said, "Essentially, what
we're talking about is anything
which Is humiliating of degrading." She jaid hazing does not
have to be something that sends
someone to a hospital. If it's discomforting, it can be hazing.
Activities and situations in
the policy include paddling in
any form, excessive fatigue, scavenger hunts, and road trips. It
also includes having to wear
publicly, apparel which is conspicuous and normally not in
good taste.
Anfin said many pranks that
start out as jokes turn out to
be tragedies. "You never know
how a joke is going to turn
out," she said.
(Continued on page 16)

more," Vail said.
since 1975."
One measure prompted by
Winthrop charges ltss than its
the freeze will be a new policy
concerning the Winthrop motor- cost to run the vehicles, Vail
said.
And no "sinking" funding
poQl.
is being developed to replace
Use of vehicles for recrea- vehicles as they grow old.
tional and personal purposes
"These times become the
will end, Vail said. Excluding
Winthrop athletics, the vehicles greatest challenge to everyone,"
Vail
said. "Winthrop College,
will only be available for trips
related to instruction and edu- with strength and current momentum,
will survive these temcation.
porary setbacks. I remain con"The alternative is to charge victed of a Winthrop College."

Allison, a ei\ild from Mac feat Nursery, decorates the Christmas tree at Thomson Cafeteria. (TJ
photo by Crs;g Tucker)

Freshmen first, Senate says
By DENNIS ROLLINS
TJ news reporter
Senate passed a recommendation Wednesday which gives
freshmen first priority in housing assignments, Charlie LeGrand, wee-president of SGA,
said.
The recommendation, was debated in Senate for several
weeks before the final vote
Wednesday. The recommendation will read: "The first priority be given to first year freshmen in order to obtain a stable
class structure.
"Second priority be given
to returning resident students
by class rank and if needed by
GPR to ensure a stable class
structure.
"Last priority be given to

graduate, married, and transfer
students and, if needed, those
retailing resident students without an acceptable GPR."
Senator Bill Berry said the
amendments would work to
solve the problem of housing
assignments. "After all undergradate students have a room
and there are spaces available,
the priority will be given to
graduates, married and transfer students. Then if there are
any spaces left, the people
who had to give up their room
because of an unacceptable GPR
will be given the remaining
spaces."
Senator
Stacy
Bollinger
pointed out to other senators
that if housing spaces are filled
by the first two priorities,
married, graduate and transfer

students will not be considered
for housing space.
Bollinger said the apartments
should not be governed by
the recommendation. She said
it would not be right to move
students into the apartments
and make them pay more than
the prices of other dorm rooms.
LeGrand said he felt comfortable with the recommendation
Senate passed. "We have gone
as far as we can to get what we
want without jeopardizing our
recommendation." !L said the
Board of Trustees will give
strong consideration to the recommendation if it is reas.Miable.
The recommendation wil> tw
sent to the Board of Trustee*
(Continued on pagt '.£)
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News briefs
Leadership workshop
The Hall Council Leadership workshop will be held
Sunday. Jan. 24 from 1 to 6 pjn. in DinMns Auditorium
for Hall Council members and RD%.

String Orchestra concert
The newly organized Winthrr College String Orchestra,
sponsored by the Academy of Music at Wlnthrop, was to
present its first concert, Dec. 13 at 3 pan. in Stevens
Auditorium at the University of South Carolina-Lancaster.
The orchestra, under the direction of Sara Johnson,
lecturer of music at Winthrop College, will also perform
tonight at 8 pjn. In the Recital Hall at Winthrop.
Both performances win include works by Bach, Satie,
and Isaac. Arrangements of familiar Christmas carols will
also be featured.
Membership in the orchestra is open to all string players
with minimum performance skills. For more information
about the performances or membership, contact Donald
Rogers, director of Academy of Music, at (803) 323-2255.
Both performances are open to the public at uo charge.

Winthrop College Eaglettes are encouraging organizations to support and participate in Eagle Homecoming,
which will be held February 13,1982.
"We hope to continue a tradition that will promote
student interest and involvement in athletics at Winthrop
College," Arch Anna McLeUan, Eagle Homecoming chairman, said.
For information, please send a representative to a meeting on December 9 at 8:00 in Room 136 Pesbody Gym.
If your representative is unable to attend, please call
3234195 or P.O. Box 6673, Winthrop before December
7,1981.

P a n h e l l e n i c formal r a s h

of the first rush party. Sign-up
more hours.
will be held in the cafeteria
Each rushee will be given a Jan. 18-22 with the cost for
rush counselor who will answer registration being $2.00. Rushany questions that she may ees must provide their own
have. The rush counselor will be transportation to all of the
the only person the rushee will parties.
be allowed to contact. No rush"All rushees are required to
ee may associate with sorority attend all four parties the first
members from beginning of for- night," Holzaphel said.
mal rush through acceptance of
Any nahee or sorority who
bids.
violates rush rules will be taken
There will be a period of before the Winthrop College
strict silence where there will be Panhellenic Counsel; afterwards
no conversation or reference to they will be reviewed by the
the sorority in either verbal, National Panhellenic ConferScholarship
written, printed or typed form. ence.
Strict Silence is designated as the
Each sorority will be using a
offered
•Period of time from the end of preferential bidding system. A
the rushees' last party until the pledge may be initiated whenA $500 Panhellenic Scholar- acceptance of bids.
ever she has met the requireship will be given every year to
All rushees must be regis- ments of the sorority of which
any rising female junior who tered prior to- the attendance she is judged.
meets the qualifications.
The applicant will be evaluated on her participation in
organizations, honor societies,
athletics and the work for the
betterment of Winthrop Coliege
and the Rock Hill community.
•Abortion Counseling and Services
This scholarship is one of the
•Pregnancy can be detected before missing period
largest given at Winthrop.
•Birth Control Counseling and Pills
Applications are available in
•Pap Test and other Female Problems
the financial aid office and
must be turned in before "Feb. 1.
2009 Hampton St., Columbia, S.C.
The applicant does not have to
be a member of a sorority to
— 803-256-0128
be qualified for the scholarship. The Panhellenic scholarship will be awarded in April of
*82 at the annual Panhellenic
Banquet.

Panhellenic will hold formal
rush Jan. 25-27 from 8 until
10:30 pjn. in Dinkins, announced HeitB Holzaphel, president of Panhellenic.
A mandatory session will be
held from 8-8:30 pjn. to review
the rules of formal rush, given
by Heidi Holzaphel and Jeanne
Burger, advisor.
All rushees must have at least
an accumulative GPR of 2.0
and must have at least 12 or

CAROLINA WOMEN'S
CLINIC

Boone's Sunoco

DZ initiates pledges
The sisters of Delta Zeta Sorority shared special times
together last week and this week. Last week was filled
with spedal "pledge-centered" activities. On Sunday five
pledges were initiated in Johnson Building. Initiates were
Marcia Anderson, Lisa Funderburk, Terri Dietrich, Susan
Collins, and'Wanda Critcher.

Complete Auto Service

the students

paper

Coldest Beer In Town

Snack Stop
Open 24 Hours
Drinks, Munchies, Cigarettes

Alpha Kappa Psi party
The Alpha Kappa PSi business fraternity will sponsor
a Christmas party at the home of Dr. James Barnes, professor of business, Wednesday from 8 til 11 p.m., announced Nancy Chapman, president.
The Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity will sponsor a
coffee break for faculty and staff Thursday from 8:30 ajn.
until noon in the lobby of the 2nd floor Kinard near the
business school offices, announced Nancy Chapman,
president.

Sigma initiation party .
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority held their initiation party
Saturday night, Dec. 5, from 7:30 until 12 p.m. at the
Squire in Chester, announced Anne Ragsdale, social chairman.
Ninety people attended the party including alumnae.
Refreshments were served.
The party was to celebrate the initiation of 12 new
sisters into the Delta Pi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma.
The new members are: Glenda Brakcfield, Cecelia Gardner, Cleo Howell, Robin Johnson, Darla Patterson, Sharon

fSspring' semest^. roomffmate. Free k r # t and j
©food. Wil! need: to do a,
©few duties for a handi||capped student.
$0 Call Wilma Kirk at
4756 or 327-9767

College JIT

HJfc Shoppe
Div. Bobby Edwards Ent

M)

DON'T
FORGET

to get the family &
friends Christmas gifts
before you go home
for break

m
GIFT IDEAS

A D Pi's close out semester
The Zeta Tau Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi Sorority closed
out the first semester of the 1981-82 school year with
activities including a Panhellenic pre-rush Christmas party
at the Shack on Wednesday. Visitation to the Home for
the Aged and Children's Home Thursday were represented
at the annual Greek Christmas Dance Saturday at O"Sullivan's. The sisters will have a Secret Santa study break
Wednesday for actives and spring pledges.

Next To Winthrop
At Cherry Rd. and Oakland

The

Suzzanne Piccard, Christine Sanders, Donna Smith,
Melody Tankersly, Anna Taylor, and Jan Worthy.
Suzzane Piccard was chosen as special pledge.

The Very
Best-Auto
Mechanics

FRATERNITY & SORORITY ITEMS
ALL MAJOR COLLEGE GIFT AND NOVELTY ITEMS:
shoestrings
watches
stockings
•bulletin boards
"belts

- "baby bottles
•musical keychains
•scarves
•toboggans
•v-neck t-shirts

bermuda bags
lamps
•decals & stickers
blankets
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News briefs

1 Applications for Miss SC-USA

Authors win awards
Three University of South Carolina professors were presented "Excellence in Writing Awards" at the eighth
annual Winthrop College Writer's Conference banquet in
Rock Hill recently.
They were Matthew Braces* in the nonaction category; best novel went to William Price Fox; best collection of poems, THE LAST MAGICIAN, Stephen Cory.
More than 65 writers attended the annual two-day
conference.

Pick up financial aid forms
It is now time to pick up your financial aid forms for
the 1982-83 academic year. You can pick up these forms
in the financial aid office before you go home for the
Christmas holidays between 11:00 a .m.-5:00 pjn., Mon.Fri.

Christmas exhibit

A Winthrop Christmas Exhibit, exhibiting Christmas
cards sent by various Winthrop Presidents and their families and photos and news-clippings about Christmas at
Winthrop, is currently on display on the main floor of
Dacus library by the circulation desk, Ann Evans, acting
archivist, said.
Evans said all students are encouraged to stop and
view the exhibit and see some of the traditions associated
with Wlnthrop's Christmas.

Tolbert exhibit displayed
A display commemorating Marguerite Tolbert, Winthrop '14 and leading South Carolina educator and
author, is on exhibit in Dacus Library through December, announced Ann Evans, acting archivist.
Evans said the display is to honor one of Winthrop's
most distinguished graduates and to educate Winthrop's
students about Miss Tolbert's contributions to the state.
She served for 17 years as State Supervisor or Assistant
State Supervisor of Adult Education in the State Department of Education in Columbia. Tolbert also served as a
trustee at Winthrop from 1950-1958.
Tolbert's most recent honor was the naming of the
Tolbert Chair in the School of Education at Winthrop,
an honorary position filled by an appointed member of
the Education Department.

Applications are now being
accepted for the annual MISS
SOUTH
CAROLINA-USA
PAGEANT to be . held in February, 1982 in Myrtle Beach.
This pageant is the official
preliminary to the Miss USA and
Miss Universe Pageants.

ments. All judging Is on the
basis of poise, personality and
beauty of face and figure. Applicants must be at least 17 years
of age and under 25 years of age

by May 1,1982, never married,

and at least six month residents
of South Carolina; thus college
dorm students are eligible. All
There are no talent require- girls Interested In competing

for the title must write to
MISS SOUTH CAROLINA-USA
HEADQUARTERS, 42 FAWNWOOD DRIVE W., AIKEN,
!
S.C. 29801. Telephone Number:.
803-648-6220. Letters should include a recent photo, a brief
biography and your telephone
number. Letters should be received by December 31, 1981.

Workshops planned for Spring
Four workshop series have
been planned for spring semester 1982, according to Mr.
John McCall, Office of Placement and Career Planning director.
Mary Rose, the new career
counselor, will head the Job
Finding Skills Workshop and
the Resume Writing and Job
Interviewing Workshop. The
objectives of the Job Finding
Skills Workshop are to practice job investigating techniques,
to specify career goals, and to
explore job fining resources.
The Resume Writing and Job
Interviewing Workshop is designed to examine resume writing techniques and exp'ore a
variety o! job interviewing skills.
John McCall will head Effective Communication for Getting
and Keeping the Job. This
workshop is designed to show
the importance of all forms of
communication in the business
world.

Jean Crawford will head How
Your Placement Service Works.
The workshop Is to show how to
set up a placement file and how
the placement system works.
All workshops will be held in

the Career library, 122-A Thurmond. Students can pick up a
workshop series schedule at the
Office of Placement and Career
Planning or for more information, call 2141.
• . . .
xh

James Par risk's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON
HALL
Remember that special someone with flowers
Phone: 328-6205

221 Cherry Rd.

Holiday collection goes on sale
As a continuing effort to help the world's neediest
children, UNICEF (the United Nations Children's Fund)
has assembled a varied and unique collection of holiday
cards, stationery, and gifts.
'
•
The collection is now on sale at the Baptist Student
Union, located at 620 Oakland Avenue. Individuals wishing to purchase items or church or civic groups interested
to sponsoring UNICEF sales may contact Dena Lucy at
327-1149.

lifev
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A E Rho inducts three
Three Winthrop students were inducted Into Alpha
Epsilon Rho, broadcasting honor society, last Monday
night ir. Johnson Parlor, according to Chris Metivier,
chapter president.
Tho6e inducted were Maryanne Grobusky, l^ndy
Blakely, and Robin Shealy.
Following the induction ceremony, Metivier and Roy
Flynn, chapter advisor, discussed plans for the Southeast
convention of A E Rho to be held in Tampa, Florida.
Also discussed was a oossible trip to the national convention of A E Rho to be held in New York City, March
24:27.
Students who are interested in A E Rho and comir> locations should call Metivier at 327-6929. To join
A E Rho next semester, a student must take and complete Com. 345 and maintain a 3.0 GPR in all communications courses. A 2.0 GPR of all couises taken at Winthrop is also mandatory.
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The Dinkins Student Center is sponsoring a ruffle for a
pinball machine. Tickets are on sale at the Dinkins Information Center for $1.00. Proceeds will go to the Athletic
Grant and Aid Fund. The drawing is to be held Feb. 13,
1982 at the Homecoming Basketball game.
The pinball machine,- donated by Ace Music Company would make a unique addition to someone's dorm
loern or could keep your ldd brother or sister from going
broke at the local video gai
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Surcharges unavoidable
The hand of a rough economy is again reaching into our
Levi pockets for money-this time as students.
State officials estimate that the state will be $40 million
short of the expected income and sales tax revenue for its
1981-82 budget, Winthrop Provost Glenn Thomas said last
In an attempt not to overspend $40 million, the state
legislature froze 2.19 percent of each state agency's budget-except debt service.
At Winthrop, $258,639 was frozen. The choice for
board members and administrators was whether to cut
services or charge students more. The Board of Trustees
voted last Monday to charge students just over half of the
frozen $258,639 and try to scrape the rest without cutting
college programs.
It made a good decision-even though it is certainly not
a pleasure to fork out more money for college.
It's funny (but not really) how big state problems trickle
down to the individual's pocket. But that's how our economy is structured, so we have to grin and bear.
Thomas said the state uses the best indicators it can to
project revenue and set budgets. Sometimes the economy
doesn't cooperate.
A route the state legislature could have taken would be
to take $40 million from its $90 million reserve fund to
cover for the lost revenue. This way we wouldn't have to
pay.
But the legislature usually only touches that fund when
an emergency occurs late in the fiscal year. This ye^r, the
problem was caught in time to tell state agencies not tc
spend the $40 million.
, '
And even if the reserve fund were used this year, the
money would have to be replaced out of next year's budget. So we would have to pay then.
The thing for Winthrop students to remember is that
our fees are reasonable even after the $36 surcnarge. And
Winthrop President Vail has tried to pad the blow.
We do not have to pay the surcharge until March 1,
1982. There's a small chance we'll get some or all of the
money back. And, hopefully, this will be a one-semester
deal,

Upperclassmen need housing, too
By VENCIE RAY
Special to TJ
As if the upperclassmen at
Winthrop have not taken
enough abuse concerning the
housing situation, now the
powers-that-be are at it again.
Last year, the housing authorities gave the residents of Bancroft Annex, mostly freshmen
and sophomores, top - priority
in signing- up for housing, even
ahead of rising seniors, who
had waited three years for
their turn to get into the dorms
of their choice. When the turns
came, they got pushed aside in
favor of the privileged students
of Bancroft Annex. Now, the
Board of Trustees is talking
about giving freshmen top housing priority. Keep it up, Winthrop! At this rate, the student
body soon will be composed
mostly of freshmen because the
upperclassmen will have gotten
tired of being kicked around
and have transferred to a college
where they will be treated decently.
Sure, freshmen must be provided rooms here. Otherwise,
they will go somewhere else.
But, why do they have to have
first choice? Why doesn't Winthrop go back to its former
policy of allocating one dormitory, possibly Wofford, to

aii3ili.no .
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Tim Hartis

freshmen girls and part of
Richardson or Bancroft Annex
to freshmen guys? This set-up
would guarantee housing for
most freshmen and give them a
greater opportunity to meet
other freshmen, who share the
new experience of living away
from home. Also, placing freshmen in traditionally senior
dorms such as Phelps, ties up
those rooms for four years because few want to leave. This
makes it harder for upperclassmen in other dorms to ever get
into the more popular dorms.
In the upperclassmen dorms,
priority should be given to
undergraduates with the most
credit hours. Under this plan,
incoming freshmen who dont
get in the freshmen dormitories
would be given consideration
after the sophomores. Transfer
students would be next, followed by married and graduate
students because married and
graduate students have an easier
time getting off-campus housing
since they are considered more
responsible and financially independent by those who rent out
apartments.
This plan might not get
everyone a room, but that will
not happen unless Winthrop
does one of two things. One is
to build new dorms, which probably will not occur anytime

soon since most of Winthrop's
building funds right now seem
to be poured into that red clay
hill out on Eden Terrace. The
other alternative is that Winthrop raise its entrance standards and take only the most
highly qualified applicants. I'm
not holding my breath, though.
Right now, Winthrop seems to
accept anyone who can spell his
or her own name, whethei he or
she !s capable of college work or
not.
At least this plan does not
punish the loyalty and perseverance of seniors and juniors who
have survived here for two or
three years. Graduate students;
who come out on the short end
of the deal, have already had the
opportunity to live on campus
and are less likely to crave the
thrills of dorm life.
Obviously, th_- housing situation will not beresolvedto
everyone's satisfaction. I just
don't think accommodating
freshmen at the expense of
upperclassmen is the answer. If
these freshmen have the intelligence they need to get through
college, they should realize that
they are the upperclassmen of
tomorrow, and at Winthrop,
that's getting to be a downright
unpleasant position.

One for the road
By RICK TOBIN
TJ contributing editor
Well folks, this is it. . . my
last contribution to THE JOHNSONIAN. I'm not leaving the
paper because I don't like to
write articles, because writing
is one of the things that I do
best. It's just that my past
couple of articles have come
under heavy fire from my exeditor in the form of a written
reprimand, and I just nan't see
the justification for it. Hell, I
thought they were pretty good!
I guess that I could be a little
prejudiced.
I just want to use my last
space in this periodical to say
that I did my best to catch arid
hold the attention of t. e student
body and faculty of Winthrop. I
tried to bring the problems
between the administration and
the students into the limelight,
and also tried to get these problems solved by presenting the

students' side of the argument.
Not that it did a whole lot of
good, though. I guess that when
the administration thinks that
they have a good idea on their
hands and set the wheels of
progress into motion, it's land •
of hard to stop it with a piece
of paper.
I'd also like to take the
opportunity to invite anyone
that gets a wild hair to take my
place on the staff and to wish
whoever you are good luck. . .
it's not real easy coming up
with an editorial topic every
week.
I want to conclude with
the hopes that you all have
enjoyed (or have at least read)

the articles that I have written

over the past year, and have
benefitted in one way or another
because of them.
You all have a good Christmas break, and don't party too
hard on New Year's Eve.

TJ letter policy

mmmow mmm$M

TJ welcomes letters to the
editor on any topic related to
Winthrop College.
All letters to the editor must
be signed by the author. We will
omit the author's name upon
request.
Letters should be typed, if

possible, double spaced, on 55inch space line.
Letters should be submitted
to Box 6800 or brought to
TJ office in the Good Bidl<fing.
Letters must be received by 4
p.m. Tuesday to appear in the
following week's issue.
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Extend visitation hours
By ALICE ERVIN
Special to TJ

safety in the dormitories. AH
males would still be required to
have a female escort. Men would
not be free to roam the halls at
their fiberty. Also, overnight
guests would be ^ulged to
register at the dormitory office.
For the administration, I ato
sure that the basic issue concerning visitation hours is sexual
promiscuity. I understand that
only seven years ago Winthrop
was an all girls school, and it Is a
big step to convert to an open
dormitory system. However, if
the student wants to be promiscuous, there are already
abundant visitation hours for
this. Promiscuity is something
that the individual student decides on, and adding visitation
hours would not largely influence the student. Each student has his own moral values.
Overnight visitation hours does
not necessarily mean that everyone is "fooling around." Overnight visitation hours may simply provide housing for a girl's
out-of-town boyfriend or even
her brother. In many instances,
the girl's roommate may have
gone home for the weekend,
and it is ridiculous to have to
rent a motel room under these
circumstances.
Cynthia Ann Cassens, Director of Housing, had some sug
gestions for students who are
interested in changing the current policy of visitation. Rather
than starting out with large
changes such as open visitation,
Dean Cassens suggested that the
administration would be more
sympathetic towards students
who asked for smaller changes
such as extending the current
visitation hours. Her advice was

Why do you go home on
weekends? As noted in a recent
issue of THE JOHNSONIAN,
this question is currently being
used as an advertising campaign
by students in Cheryl Southworth's Communications 341
class. Southworth's students
have been catching students'
attention with posters bearing
t&is slogan which are posted
around campus. One student
responded to this question by
saying that she goes home on
weekends to see her boyfriend.
I, too, go home on weekends
to see my boyfriend. Because
of the current policy of visitation, students are not allowed
to have overnight visitors of the
opposite sex in their dormitory
room. Rather than rent a motel
room, I find that it'is easier and
cheaper to go home on week-,
ends to see my boyfriend.
Winthrop used to offer several alternatives for the student
with a weekend guest. There
were extra rooms at the Winthrop Lodge which students
could rent for a reasonable fee.
However, the Lodge is now
overflowing with students, and
the service is no longer available. Joynes Center for Continuing Education also offea
rooms at a reasonable price.
However, many times it is difficult for students to obtain these
rooms because of the numerous
conventions that are held there.
The question of visitation was
raised by the Senate last year.
Unfortunately, the issue fizzled
out very quickly and nothing
was
accomplished.
When
senators discussed visitation in
Wofford Dormitory last spring, I
was pleased to find that a majority of girls were very supportive of extended visitation hours.
Unfortunately, the minority of
girls who were against twenty- By DEBBIE WELLS
four hour visitation were very TJ contributing editor
outspoken. They raised the
So you thought you would
problem of the use of the bath- be stuck with me second seroom in dormitories with hall mester, right? Wrong! To be
bathrooms. They also felt that quite honest, I'm as fed up
their safety would be put in with 'them" as "they" are
jeopardy by men roaming the
with me.
halls.
There are several justifiable
I was told my preppiness
solutions to these arguments. was cute, but that there was
The present policy of visitation no reason for it. I was told to
could be kept in those dormi- deliver both sides of an issue,
tories with hall bathrooms. A and to interview students and
twenty-four visitation policy use quotes. I suppose if I was
could be effective in only those still a news writer I would, but
dormitories with suites. This I am not so I will not. Well, I
would give students a choice in do have a style of writing
the visitation policy that suits which is, I agree, different.
their particulai life style. I However, it is my style. I do
realize that the dormitories not recall reading a contract
with" suites are -he nicest dor- which said I must please the
mitories. However, having ex- world or I could not write
tended visitation hours in these an editorial for THE JOHNdonatories would not necessar- SONIAN.
ily exclude those students who
I have enjoyed griping imwere opposed to open visita- mensely, having little silent
tion. Students in the suite support, and especially having
dormitories are upperclassmen my character and mode of
and usually have selected their
roommate and suitemates. As
friends, they generally have
similar viewpoints. If there were
any questions about the visitation hours, the girls in the individual suites could determine
their cwn policy. Concerning
the other argument against
twenty-four hour visitation, I do
not feel that it would lower

for students to take the issue of
visitation to intfvidual hall councils which are recognized, representative groups.
Many other colleges and uni-,
verities offer students iwenfcyfour hour visitation, Appalachian State University and the
University of South Carolina
have found different visitation
policies in the individual dormitories to be successful. Students
are free to choose between
such visitation options as
twenty-four hour visitation only
on weekends, restricted visitation hours which are similar to
Winthrop's, or co-ed dormitories. I feel that Winthrop should
offer the individual student
some choice in his or her visitation hours. One alternative could
be to have twenty-four hour
visitation cm weekends in the
dormitories with suites and let
the visitation policy reman the
same hi dormitories with communal bathrooms. This way a
guest could simply go up or
down one flight of stairs to get
to the appropriate bathroom.
There are possible alternatives
for the current visitation policy
that would offer the student
freedom of choice and also
offer a solution to weekend
housing.
Why do you go home on
weekends? Maybe you, too,
hp- an countered the same problem of housing a weekend guest.
We need to make our views
known to our hall councils and
eventually to the administration
so that they are aware of the
problem. The changes may not
be instant, and as a senior I
may never see them come
about, but at least we can put
the wheels in motion.

Merry Christmas folks
dress attacked by English, Business, etc. majors whose character is also questionable. After
all, whose isn't? At least I
knew someone was reading my
articles. I have my own opinion,
and I thank God (and no one
else) for the privilege to voice
my opinion. I tried to write
about circumstances and subjects that would be controversial to the student body of
Winthrop College. I feel I
accomplished this several times.
At least some students wrote
in about certain matters. I
say, "More power to those who
speak up!"
So in essence, Peacc, have a
groovy Christmas, and if you
are not a preppie, so what?!
Rick Tobin is one of my best
friends, a good writer, and certainly not preppie.
Mr., Ms., Miss, Mrs., whomsoever, would you like to write
for TJ?? I promise to keep in
touch, by mail of course.
Have a nice second semester!

HAPPY
HOUDAYS

wants to k n o w . . .

I;.. yjSz

Should Winthrop impose a
surcharge on academic fee* s s s l
semester?
By PUPPY HARTIS
TJ photographer

Wo, fees are high enough | |
it is. If they do, it does not
give the students enough time
to do anything about it
Tim GalHen
senior

'Yes, if that two percent
goes for something the students
can benefit from. No, if they're
just trying to raise tuition on
us again.
Barbara Marlowe
senior

"Since it is obvious that the
decision for tuition increase haa
already been executed, there's
.not much I can say except that
I will have to find some creative
way in which to meet the
costs.
Laura Vermehren
senior

As always, additional fees
that are imposed on students
many upsets; however,
with today's inflation rate we
should expect such."
Memory Lyman
senior

"Yes, the college is in a bind
because of the freeze on part of
Winthrop's budget for next year
The money has to come from
somewhere, and hopefully
President Vail said, the surcharge
will be for only this one semes
' f&t
Lynn Reichert
junior
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Douglas Studio
Tatler Photographer
1953-1979
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
10% discount -WC ID
Call for appointment
Phons 327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

If you're worried
about canccr>
reiaember l&is
Wherever you are,
& yow want to talk
to us about cancer.
cal$ Us.
W r e here to
help you.

American Cancer
Society
2,000,000 people .
.fighting cancer.

CfjrisLuas
Miss Elaine
T.E.N.™ nylon
gowns and
warm quilted robe
Luxurious gowns with robe
to match in pretty bluer.
P, S, M, L. Gowns insure
a beautiful evening. In
Textured Enka* nylon with
flattering stretch lace.
A. Setfy slip gown, 25.00
B. Camisole
C. Quilted
ruffles. Damask woven
pre-quilted nylon, 39.00
•Enka T.E.N, is a registered trademark ol
American Enka Company

Shop Monday thru Saturday
10 A.M. til 10 P.M.
Bock Hill Mall on Cheny Rd., Rock Hill
Say Charge it with Belk Charge, Visa, Master Card, or American Express
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Evaluations give professors feedba
By MANDY C. ROLLINS
TJ news reporter
Student evaluations of courses give professors the necessary
information to mate their teaching more effective, according to
Dr. Jerry Padgett, dean of the
School of Business Administration.
Professors are required to
have student evaluations administered in their classes. A
standardized set of questions is
given in the Business School,
Padgett said. The present system ww designed two yeas
ago. Evaluations are administered at the end of the semester
and are kept on file for a period
of three years.
Professors are allowed to see
the evaluations after the course
is over.
"I look at every single one of
them," Padgett said. He reviews
all evaluations with the individual faculty members.
"Every faculty member has
to be evaluated. The most important thing that a faculty
member does here is teach,
and a good piece of information that ought to be in every
evaluation is what students think
about a professor's teaching.
The amount of weight placed
on studsnt evaluations varies
from one administrator to
another," Padgett said.
Padgett believes student evaluations are important. He said
that the Business School, in

general, views the evaluations
as helpful.
If a professor in the School
of Business would continue
to receive bad marks, Padgett
and other faculty members
would discuss with the professor ways in which he could
improve relations with students.
Student evaluations are not
the only tool used to evaluate
teaching effectiveness. It is one
of £ number of criteria used in
evaluating instruction, Padgett
said.
"We lave never had a
faculty member in the School
of Business that received poor
evaluations by students who
really made an attempt to improve that was not able to do
so," Padgett said.
More valuable information is
attained for the professors
through written individual comments rather than from form
questions, Dr. Maeberta Bobb,
Interim Dean of the School of
Education, said.
Professors i*> thz School of
Education are required to give
student evaluations next to the
last week of every semester.
They are kept on file at least
three years. The faculty member, chairman, and dean all
reccive an individual copy. Students' evaluations are on computer cards for machine checking. The cards are not run until after grades are sent to students.
"We have a school-wide form

that's being used right now. We
adopted it for a two year trial
period. This is our second year,
so at the end of this year, well
look at it and decide if it needs
to be updated " Bobb said.
A representative committee
of the Afferent departments in
education devised the questions.
If a faculty member would
receive low student ratingB, the
department chairman would discuss with him the areas in which
he needs to improve.
In the School of Education,
the individual department chairman looks at all the evaluations.
The dean will took at any
brought to her attention.
"I worry about students
carelessly marking just any answer because the same form is
used in all education classes.
After a student sees it three or
four times, he may become
bored with it and not want to
read the questions," Bobb said.
Students *-hould constantly
be reminded of the importance
of student evaluations, Dr. John
Anfia, acting chairman of the
department of elementary education, said.
Students are expected to give
an honest evaluation. "We try to
keep it on an anonymous basis
so the student feels he can be
cancSd. By and large, students at
this point will give an honest
evaluation."
Anfin said that the chronic
complaint of professors is stu-

dents marking just any answer.
For example, a student may
answer Question 28 when there
are only 27 questions. This
causes professors to worry about
accuracy.
The purpose of students evaluating a class is to identify specific strengths and weaknesses
within a particular course, according to Dr. Louis Rosso,
department chairman of communications.
Professors In communications
tioos are required to give student
evaluations for two classes a
semester-one tower level and
one upper level class. Evaluations are made about threefourths of the way through
the semester. Results are reviewed at the end of the semester
after grades have already been
gven. Evaluations are kept on
file indefinitely.
"We met as. a department
and agreed upon a set of questions last year and we're using

that tot all courses. We
them every semester,"
said.
Hie chairman and individual
professors look over their own
evaluations and dsdde if any
changes need to be made,
Rosso said.
"We look at every question,
because if a question was not
important it would not be on
the evaluation."
If a communications professor would receive tow student rating}, fellow faculty
members would work with him
to improve his standing with
students, which would be part of
a faculty-improvement program,
Rosso said.
Hie evaluations are a major
part in evaluating a professor's
teaching effectiveness.
"Many times, I believe, students feel the evaluations
aren't going anywhere. It's a
very important and valuable part
of
instruction
evaluation,"
Rosso said.

Sigma officers
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority installed new officers Monday, December 7 at 8:30 in Dinkins, announced Joye
Davis, Outgoing President.
The new officers are Heidi Holzaphel, president; Kim
Holland, vice president; Robin El well, secretary; Julie
Routh, treasurer; Sharon Miller, membership-rush, and
Crystal Jenkins, education.
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Evaluations give professors feedba
By MANDY C. ROLLINS
TJ news reporter
Student evaluations of courses give professors the necessary
information to mate their teaching more effective, according to
Dr. Jerry Padgett, dean of the
School of Business Administration.
Professors are required to
have student evaluations administered in their classes. A
standardized set of questions is
given in the Business School,
Padgett said. The present system ww designed two yeas
ago. Evaluations are administered at the end of the semester
and are kept on file for a period
of three years.
Professors are allowed to see
the evaluations after the course
is over.
"I look at every single one of
them," Padgett said. He reviews
all evaluations with the individual faculty members.
"Every faculty member has
to be evaluated. The most important thing that a faculty
member does here is teach,
and a good piece of information that ought to be in every
evaluation is what students think
about a professor's teaching.
The amount of weight placed
on studsnt evaluations varies
from one administrator to
another," Padgett said.
Padgett believes student evaluations are important. He said
that the Business School, in

general, views the evaluations
as helpful.
If a professor in the School
of Business would continue
to receive bad marks, Padgett
and other faculty members
would discuss with the professor ways in which he could
improve relations with students.
Student evaluations are not
the only tool used to evaluate
teaching effectiveness. It is one
of £ number of criteria used in
evaluating instruction, Padgett
said.
"We lave never had a
faculty member in the School
of Business that received poor
evaluations by students who
really made an attempt to improve that was not able to do
so," Padgett said.
More valuable information is
attained for the professors
through written individual comments rather than from form
questions, Dr. Maeberta Bobb,
Interim Dean of the School of
Education, said.
Professors i*> thz School of
Education are required to give
student evaluations next to the
last week of every semester.
They are kept on file at least
three years. The faculty member, chairman, and dean all
reccive an individual copy. Students' evaluations are on computer cards for machine checking. The cards are not run until after grades are sent to students.
"We have a school-wide form

that's being used right now. We
adopted it for a two year trial
period. This is our second year,
so at the end of this year, well
look at it and decide if it needs
to be updated " Bobb said.
A representative committee
of the Afferent departments in
education devised the questions.
If a faculty member would
receive low student ratingB, the
department chairman would discuss with him the areas in which
he needs to improve.
In the School of Education,
the individual department chairman looks at all the evaluations.
The dean will took at any
brought to her attention.
"I worry about students
carelessly marking just any answer because the same form is
used in all education classes.
After a student sees it three or
four times, he may become
bored with it and not want to
read the questions," Bobb said.
Students *-hould constantly
be reminded of the importance
of student evaluations, Dr. John
Anfia, acting chairman of the
department of elementary education, said.
Students are expected to give
an honest evaluation. "We try to
keep it on an anonymous basis
so the student feels he can be
cancSd. By and large, students at
this point will give an honest
evaluation."
Anfin said that the chronic
complaint of professors is stu-

dents marking just any answer.
For example, a student may
answer Question 28 when there
are only 27 questions. This
causes professors to worry about
accuracy.
The purpose of students evaluating a class is to identify specific strengths and weaknesses
within a particular course, according to Dr. Louis Rosso,
department chairman of communications.
Professors In communications
tioos are required to give student
evaluations for two classes a
semester-one tower level and
one upper level class. Evaluations are made about threefourths of the way through
the semester. Results are reviewed at the end of the semester
after grades have already been
gven. Evaluations are kept on
file indefinitely.
"We met as. a department
and agreed upon a set of questions last year and we're using

that tot all courses. We
them every semester,"
said.
Hie chairman and individual
professors look over their own
evaluations and dsdde if any
changes need to be made,
Rosso said.
"We look at every question,
because if a question was not
important it would not be on
the evaluation."
If a communications professor would receive tow student rating}, fellow faculty
members would work with him
to improve his standing with
students, which would be part of
a faculty-improvement program,
Rosso said.
Hie evaluations are a major
part in evaluating a professor's
teaching effectiveness.
"Many times, I believe, students feel the evaluations
aren't going anywhere. It's a
very important and valuable part
of
instruction
evaluation,"
Rosso said.

Sigma officers
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority installed new officers Monday, December 7 at 8:30 in Dinkins, announced Joye
Davis, Outgoing President.
The new officers are Heidi Holzaphel, president; Kim
Holland, vice president; Robin El well, secretary; Julie
Routh, treasurer; Sharon Miller, membership-rush, and
Crystal Jenkins, education.
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nators to meet ivith constituents
gYNN REICHERT
jews editor
Senators will begin meeting
with their constituents beginning
the second week of spring
semester classes.
Charlie LeGrand, SGA vice
president, said many students
don't know who their senators
are. "There is no real communication between the senators and
their constituents," he said. Students will be given the opportunity to voice any grievances
or suggestions they have to their
senators.
Each senator will be available
in the lobby of the dorm he
represents, LeGrand said. The
senators will be as close to the
residence hall offices as they
can get.
Dean Cassens, director of
housing, said that in office
areas with sitting areas, the
senators could use the offices for
their meetings.
"But as far as sitting behind
the desks, the senators are not
part of the residence hall staff,"
Cassens said. The offices are
used by the RAfe and RD^
for handling business. If the
senators do use the offices,
they could only be there during
regular office hours.
"If they want to use the
lobby beside the office, I see

no problem with that," she
said.
LeGrand said in the dorms
where there are offices with
sitting areas, the senators will be
in the offices with the RA's.
LeGrand said the place for
the day student senators has
not been decided yet. "I am
planning for them to be at the
information desk, if that can be
worked out with the director of
the student center."
The senators will be available
twice a month for approximately an hour each time. "If students are interested enough to
show up to talk, then the senators will stay as long as needed,"
LeGrand said. "But if students
don't care enough to come
down when the senators are
sitting there, waiting on them
and available to them, then
there's no need for the senators
to sit for 30 or 40 minutes all
by themselves."
LeGrand said the meetings
will continue throughout the
semester unless there is a lack of
interest. "If we find out the
students don't care enough to
come down when the senators
are available, well probably
stop the whole thing," he said.
Students have mixed emotions about the bimonthly
meetings. Bob Eason, a day
student senator, feels the stu-

cation, and we put up posters, the students feel that the Senate
and I've told a lot of my friends cares about what we think, and
if they have complaints or we can feel like we're conAmy Mays, a junior from suggestions that I would take tributing something to the
Newberry, said, "I feel this is these to the committee. But so Senate."
The resolution, which passed
very considerate on the part of far no one has contacted me."
Wednesday, Nov. 18, stated that
the Senate, but I feel the stuLisa Oken, a Margaret Nance senators would meet alternately
dents will not cooperate fully.
I'm on the Student-Faculty resident, said, "I think it is a on a bimonthly basis to meet
good
idea because it will make with their constituents.
Advisory Committee for Edudents will take advantage of the
meetings.

Run, Sunday, February 7,1982,
will be given to the relocation
fund. (The other three-fourths
Winthrop College Campus of the proceeds from the Hunger
Ministry will sponsor additional Run will be contributed to the
activities to help the Rock Hill Interchurch Response for the
Girls' Home raise funds for their Horn of Africa which is resrelocation project, according to ponding to the needs of two
Rev. Risher Brabham, campus million refugees in Somalia.)
The Rock Hill Girls' Home
minister for the Wesley Founis presently located in a rapidly
dation.
deteriorating
section of town at
The collection received at
the Thanksgiving Worship Ser- 118 E. Moore Street. The 75year-old
structure
is difficult to
vice sponsored by the WCCM
has been contributed to this maintain and heat. There have
been several break-ins at the
fund.
One-fourth of the proceeds house, and pedestrian traffic
from the Rock Hill Hunger through the yard is frequent.
Beverly Fuller, director of the
home, feels the girls need a
better environment, a more
private location.
"The Girls' Home is a private, eleemosynary organization
begun by the Junior Women's
Club," Brabham- said. The
- . Women's Club continues to be a
I:major support for the Home,
munications instructors.
V which also receives county,
Informative Speaking prizes
state and federal funds for its
were awarded to: first, Peggy
operation. The Fund Raising
Cooper; second, Cornell PosCommittee is trying to raise
ton; third, David Woodall and 4
$80,000 for a new house and
fourth, Julie Kent. Judging this ?
some
furnishings.
category were Dr. Bill Daniels,
The Rock Hill Girls' Home
religion and philosophy proserves teen-age girls who are
fessor; Dr.Paul Sanderferrchemsometimes referred to as status
^try professor, and Dr. Earl
Wilcox, EngEsh professor.
Persuasion Speaking honors
were awarded to: first, Robin
Shealy; second, Cornell Poston;
third, Joe Anthony and fourth,
Nettie Waits. Dr. Anne Beard of
communications, Dr. Thomas
Morgan of history and communications and Mrs. Betty
Porterfield of Baptist Campus
Ministry served as judges for
this event.
By EMILY SPROUSE
Special to TJ

Speech t o u r n a m e n t results
The first annual Winthrop
College Speech Tournament was
held Monday, Nov. 30 from
4-6 pjn. in Johnson Building.
The turnout and participation
of Winthrop students and faculty was encouraging, Mary Evelyn Collins, communications instructor and debate society
advisor, said.
The tournament, sponsored
by the Department of Communications and the Winthrop
Debate Society, had 25 entrants. Collins said 'Interest and
participation was so strong that
we might plan to have a spring
contest as well." Collins noted
that the panel of judges did an
excellent job and that "all
judges responded positively toward the students' preparations
and their general enthusiasm,
and we were pleased that such a
(Averse group of instructors responded to the need for judges."
Prizes were awarded in each
of the four categories; Prose
and Poetry Reading and Informative and Persuasive Speaking.
First place winners received a
silver medal and the top four
entries received framable certificates.
Prose winners were: first
place, Kerri Bledsoe; second,
John Gannon; third, Iiz Clary
and fourth, Sarah McCutchen.
Judges tor prose reading were
Dr. John Sargeant and Mr. Bob
Bristow from the Communications Department and Dr. Les
Reynolds, English and Drama.
Poetry winners were: first,
Kerri Bledsoe; second, Dave
Samuels; third, Capris Jenkins
and fourth, Thomas Wright.
Judges for this event were Mrs.
Grace Freeman, a local poet;
Mrs. Gwen Ferguson and Ms.
Cheryl South worth, both com-

offenders. The girls have had
problems at home usually resulting in truancy and running
away , from home. During the
several weeks or months they
spend at the Home, residents
receive counseling and support
from the staff.
In addition to raising funds
for the relocation of the home,
Winthrop students have participated in the work of the
Girls' Home in other ways. "A
number of students have gone
over and tutored and have
brought girls to campus events
like concerts," Brabham said.
Both Brabham and Ms.
Weenie Daniel, campus minister for the Westminster Fellowship, have served on the Board
of Directors for the home and
both are currently serving on
the Fund Raising Committee.'
A four bedroom house had
been selected as a desirable
relocation site but area residents objected to having the
home moved to their neighborhood.
The Junior Women's Club
contributed $5,000.00 to the
fund and the twenty-seven member Fund Raising Committee
will seek further contributions
from local churches, industries
and individuals.

lhe students'
paper

WINTHROP COLLEGE STORE
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M0N. DEC. 14tk-FRI. DEC. 19th
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Arts and Sciences establishes first academic chair
(PAO)—Winthrop
College
announces the establishment of
its fiat academic chair, with
an accompanying lecture series,
in the College of Arts and
Sciences.
The Lois Rhame West Chair
of Political Science and the Lois
Rhame West Lecture Series in
International Relations have
been made possible through the
generosity of the West Founda-

tion.
A 1943 graduate &£ Winthrop, MB. West has brought
honor to the College, tp the
State, and to the nation in her
roles as the First Lady of South
Carolina and as the wife of the
United States Ambassador to
Saudi Arabia.
Winthrop College President
Charles B. Vail, citing former
Governor West's keen interest in

higher education during his four
years in the State House, commented that funding of the
Chair and Lecture Series honoring Mrs. West was "a particularly appropriate action by the
Foundation bearing the former
Governor's name."
A gifted educator with demonstrated excellence as a
teacher and evidence of sound
scholarship will be sought to fiil
the West Chair. Persons of
international reputation will be
identified and invited to speak
as part of the Lecture Series,
which will, begin during the
1981-82 academic year.
Until the Chair is filled,
funds from the West Foundation will- be used for a summer

workshop for high school teachers. Thirty teachers who train
student delegates for the annual
Winthrop Model United Nations
will be invited to the campus for
the three-wsek workshop. Faculty from the Winthrop Political
Science Department will provide
instruction on such topics as
intemational relations, procedures of the United Nations,
preparation of. teams for simulation activities, dealing with cultural and diplomatic perspectives, and other appropriate
topics. Participants satisfactorily
completing the Lois Rhame West
Summer School of International
Studies will receive six hours of
graduate credit. Tuition will be
paid by funds from the West

Foundation.
In discussing the award to
Winthrop, the former governor
said, "Our years in Saudi Arabia
matte us more aware than ever
of the need for increased study
of international relations on the
part of Americans. The Chair
honoring my wife, together with
the Lecture Series and the
Summer School, should play a
significant role in helping South
Carolinians to understand better
the international scene and its
importance to our people. Lois
and I are excited about the prospects and pleased that the
West Foundation chose to use
its money in this wav."

Book thieves beware
By DENNIS ROLLINS
TJ news reporter
The Judicial
Board will
deal with book thieves during
spring semester, Joey Hudson,
Attorney General,said.
"We will probably have s lot
of book theft cases when we get
back from Christmas next semester. People start picking up
books in the cafeteria and try
to seli them to the Bookworm
or the Bookstore. They fry to
pick up a little extra cash for
Christmas," Hudson said.
Last spring students who
were caught stealing books were
sent to the Judicial Board and
fined. "Last spring they were
charged for the hooks and some
fines went as high as $50, depending on the number of
books stolen," Hudson said.
Students brought before the
Judicial Board for charges such
Senior Berry HothcuaD, a biology major, busies himself as he
as book theft for the second or
dissects a shark. Apt revenge after Jaws and Jaws H, dont you
third offense stand a chance of
think? (TJ photo by Craig Tucker)
being dismissed from school.
The members of the Judicial
Board can recommend to the
Judicial Council members that a
student be dismissed from
school. Students can be evicted
A Faculty Career Task Force department members, and they from housing from a recomwill
relay
this
information
to
the
mendation of the Judicial Board,
has been initiated by Dr. Albert
Hudson said.
Lyles, Dean of Arts an -. Sciences students," Lyles said.
at Winthrop.

Faculty career task force
"Faculty members from each
department of Arts and Sciences
are working together to gather
information about the various
job 'opportunities available to
...stu^nts majoring in a liberal
arts area. Members of the
.^Career Task Force will Inform
Ahe faculty of the skill? that
• 'liberal arts majors will r.eed in
"order to find jobs upon graduation," Lyles said.
According to Lyles, "Finding
jobs for liberal arts graduates is
a national concern. The job marSet is not as gi od as it once was
for college graduates, and the
Career Task Force wants to inform students that there are job
opportunities available to a student majoring in a liberal arts
area."
"Students will not be formally involved with the program. The Career Task Force
will share its gathered Information with student advisors and
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The Judicial Board functions
in the same way as civil courts
do, and students can file charges
against other students if there
is just cause.
The most common incidents
that appear before the Judicial
Board are excessive noise, book
theft, destruction of campus

property, and breaking of the
o|en dormitory policy, Hudson.
The number of awes to be
brought before the Judicial
Board has been low this semester bite Hudson said the number
of ewes \vili increase m the
spring because of book t'.affcs.
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Co-op program - an aid to future jobs
McCall speaks with high optimism about the Cooperative
Education Program, a program
"We're here to help students that, though less than a year
market themselves," says John old, is a major success and a
McCall of the Office of Place- feather in Winthrop College's
ment and Career Planning, "so cap. The Co-op program helps
they can find an avenue, or teach students how to find jobs
dimension to their living that on their own during the college
will be worthwhile, because a years and in the future, plus
career is such a very important teaches the students why it is
component in what we do in important to have knowledge of
fife."
the workplace before graduaBy JOHN B.GANNON
TJ feature editor

John McCall counsels a student in the Office of
Hartis)

tion.
Although the program has
been in operation only since this
past June, it has amassed a very
good track record. "We (tedded
when we began this program,"
explains McCall, "to make this a
small program at the start, and
by doing so we would choose to
work with only one major employer for the first year of ihe
program."
McCall began talks with Duke

and Career Planning. (TJ photo by Puppy

A trip to Belfast, Northern Ireland
By RON CHEPESIUK
Special to TJ
There was really nothing to
indicate that the eight ajn.
train from Dublin to Belfast had
crossed the border dividing the
Republic of Ireland from Northern Ireland. The same undulating, greenish-brown countryside greeted my stare as I gazed
for over an hour through the
dirty window.
Then, seemingly in the
middle of no where, the train
stopped. A quick look at my
map did not reveal the location.
Then almost as suddenly three
soldiers, two men and a woman,
one carrying a machine gun,
boarded the train.
It made me slightly nervous.
I realized that what I . had
watched on the television and
read in the newspaper for the
past thirteen years was now a
reality, and would be a part of
my life during the next year.
While I would be based in the
Republic, in Dublin, the nature
of my work would require me
to go to the North and to Belfast on a number of occasions.
As the train entered the
suburbs of Belfast, a dirty grey
sky accented the drabness of the

city. The walls of neglected and
dilapidated building gradually
began to bear slogans and graffiti. One painted white on a red
brick wall caught my eye;
"Smash H-Block," it proclaimed
boldly.
When the train arrived and I
had gotten off, I had expected
to see police and security forces
in great numbers. Surprisingly,
none were present. The only
reference to the political situation were a few posters warning
passengers not to leave their
bags unattended - a reminder of
the numerous bombings that
had rocked Belfast during the
past decade.
Belfast is one dty that you
like to have friends living in
and, fortunately, I had a few. A
phone call to the Public Records
Office of Northern Ireland got
me a promise of a ride to a
friend's office and a place to
stay.
The secretary who picked me
up soon let me know her credentials for living in this famous
dty. She was a Catholic from
Anderson town, the place, she
proclaimed, almost with some
pride, "where it was all happening.
Unlike many Belfast natives

who play down the violence
when talking with Americans,
she candidly admitted that the
people had to live with it on a
daily basis. As we made our way
to my friend's office, she
pointed out bars, offices and
hotels which had been scenes
of bombing?. The Europa Hotel,
a structure which another friend
later called "the world's most
bombed hotel," housed the
many journalists who carry the
almost daily ritual of violence
to our living rooms.
When we reached the Public
Records Office, I half expected
an building fortified by sandbags
and surrounded witb machine
guns. The Archives provided a
pleasant antidote to the conversation I bad just experienced.
After warm greetings with
friends and colleagues, I had a
chance to look around the
building, I was surprised to see
that many of the publications
produced by the archives pertained to the Republican heroes
of Northern Ireland's neighbor
to the south. A look at the
visitor's record indicated that
several Americans and Canadians
had visited the archives. I met
(Continued on page 11)

Power lr. Charlotte, which itself
has been a Co-op employer
since 1957 and is involved, in
Co-op programs with about fourteen other colleges nationwide.
After the initial talks with .Duke
McCall knew Duke was the kind
of employer Winthrop was looking for, and President Vail approved plans to initiate a pilot

Duke.
While in the Co-op program.
,» student is required to spend
two work periods (semesters)
at Duke, separated by a semester of on-campus dasses, and a
third work period is optional.
And, while in the work
period, the student is paid fulltime wages and works full-time
hours. "The wages run anyHans were begun to start the where from four to six dollars
program in the spring of 1982. an hour," McCall says.
Just because a student works
"Three days later we got a call
from Duke's Office of Recruit- at a company as a Co-op stument," recalls McCall. Duke had dent does not necessarily mean
a Co-op position already suit- that a permanent job is his.
able for a Winthrop student, "The student is under absoluteand it was a total surprise to ly no obligation to go work
for the employer full-time at the
everyone involved here.
The job was in the Design end of his college degree proEngineering Division. "The job gram," McCall clarifies. "By the
was for someone who had com- same token, the employer is
munications ability writing under no obligation to offer a
skills, and had some desire to full-time position." Duke P^wer
work in personnel and in orien- does, however, offer a percentation. We looked at the Depart- tage of its Co-op workers fuilment of Communications and time positions after their gradRosemary Browne's name was uations.
forwarded to us. We got with
On-site and on-campus visits
Rosemary, got,her ready to go are required every semester
to her interview, and Duke was a student is involved in a work
very impressed with her. Shortly program. School faculty reprethereafter they made her an sentatives go to Duke during
offer and she became our fitst the on-site visitation, generally
official Co-op student."
early in the period, to see the
McCall stresses the team conditions under which a stu"offidal" as he reflects on the dent works and with whom
program. Another student, the student works. The student
Jackie Johnson, was actually later gives a formal presentation
the first Winthrop student to about his position and duties.
approach Duke for a Co-op
Six students are presently
position. She, through her own formally involved in Winthrop^
efforts, succeeded in attaining Co-op program with Duke, three
a Co-op position with Duke are actually working, and three
long before a formal program others begin their work periods
was opened at Winthrop. She next semester or later. Also,
became the second offidal Co- there are three other positions
op student, despite the fact at, Duke open to Winthrop
she was there before Rosemary!
candidates. Looking ahead, McBefore dust had a chance to Call says, ' 1 would feel very
settle, a third position opened good if we reached the mark
up, this time in the Steam Pro- of twenty-five to thirty studuction Division. The job went dents" in the program within
the next year.
to sophomore Peggy Kcndrick.
The requirements to apply
"We are trying to develop
more student interest in the are surprisingly lenient. The stuprogram so that when we get a dent must have no less than a
call about a Co-op position we 2.25 grade-point-ratio, at least
have a pool of qualified candi- 24 semester hours of Winthrop
dates we can send them," con- credit (if a transfer student,
tinues McCill. "Since Peggy, we at least 12 hours must have been
have had Donna Durst and earned at Winthrop). If a stuMelanie M irett go forward for dent does meet these requirea computer science position at tnents he then must secure a
Duke. There was only one open- faculty member's letter of recing, both interviewed, and both ommendation to enter the pro>gram. A file is then compiled
got a position at Duke."
The program has been deem- and kept in the Placement
ed a success and Winthrop is Office until such an appropriate
now looking at other compan- position opens up at Duke.
"All co-op candidates applyies to expand the program.
One, DuPont in Canler, S.C., ing thus far have exceeded the
minimum
criteria by a wide
"called us before we ever got
a letter to them." DuPont had margin," McCall adds. "And the
heard that Winthrop had a School of Business AdministraCo-op program and was inter- tion requires an internal selecested in working wihth Win- tion process end even higher
throp. The School of Business criteria before the students are
has also been successful in plac- referred to our office for proing students with other com- spective placement."
While in a work period, the
panies in similar co-op arrangements, in addition to support- student either commutes from
(Continued on page 11)
ing the pilot program with
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Ebonites publicize organization
By LEANNE SKIPPER
TJ feature reporter
The Association of Ebonites
members Tracy Oxendine, president, and Ricardo Speed, former vice president, appeared on
the program "Mainstream" on
Nov. 25 on WNSC in Rock Hill,
representing the campus's most
prominent organization, having
approximately 135 members.

Ricardo Speed, an Ebonite member, was one of two members who appeared on local
TV. (TJ photo by Graig Tucker)

Tracy stated the purpose of
the organization as promoting
black awareness through such
projects as lectures and workshops held at meetings. On the
show, both members were questioned on their positions of being black and being students at
Winthrop and the conditions
under which they carried out
their positions.

Iracy said, "In the A.OJE.,
we try to touch on all basessocial, academic, and spiritual."
In respect to the social aspect, the A.O.E. arranged for
Julian Bond, state senator from
Georgia, to come and speak
last February during Black
Week. As sponsors of another
Black Week this year, the
A.'O.E. is planning more speakers and lectures, a talent show
and fashion show, as well as
their annual ball.
Tracy added, "I would like
to stress that the feeling of
most students is that the A.O.E.
is just for blacks, and it's not.
It's for all races and it's totally
open to everyone. I would like
to see A.O.E. bridge the gap
between races."
Another aspect of the Ebonites is the A.O.E. Gospel

Choir. It establishes the religious foundation of A.O.E. and
according to Cynthia Washington, "The choir is a main spiritual factor of the organization
and it's uplifted me and helped
me in many ways, and I truly
enjoy singing the gospel music."
Ricardo Speed remarks of the
Ebonites, "The A.O.E. organization to me is where students
can come together as a whole
instead of being in their own
EcCts. I believe Winthrop can be
a stepping stone for all of us,
and if we strive and pull to-

gether, rre can abolish the
phrase This is an all-White
Society'. I thoroughly enjoy
being black, and it is something
everyone black should be proud
of."
Both Tracy and Ricardo feel
that the A.O JS. is still not strong
enough. They feel more students should come to the meeting anq find out what the
A.O.E. is all about.
Registration ' for the A.O.E.
is open to all students during
the semester and dues are only
one dollar.

Professor edits book
By DIANA C. SIMAN
Tj feature reporter
Many books are published
these days, of one kind or
another. But not very often we
see published books on ScotchIrish literature.
Dr. Jack Weaver, Engish
professor and Irish spedalist
at Winthrop, has compiled and
edited a series of papers from a
conference on Scotch-Irish heritage that took place on Nov.
1980 at Joynes Center on campus.
The conference lasted for 3
days and 3 nights, Nov. 20-23,
and spedalists on the matter
from Ireland, Scotland, and all
over the U.S. assisted. It was
planned, organized, and run by
him and was made possible

through a grant he received
from the South Carolina Committee for the Humanities.
For four years, before he
received the grant in 1980, he
was investigating the termScotch-Irish and the word
"Wsh" espedally to find out if
the term had any meaning culturally speaking.
The volume, as he said, is
the best papers from the conference, which he selected and
edited. There are nine papers in
the volume plus his introduction and conclusion. Also he
said that ,4the papers were
important enough that they
should be printed. There are
so many stereotypes about
Scottish-Irish that I wanted to
examine and we did in the
conference. I hope that these
papers will uispel some of the
stereotypes," he added.

"It was well worth doing
it, even though it worked me
to death," Dr. Weaver said.
"And if I could find a way of
fundng it, IH do it again."
Contributors to his book indurle Dr. Stanley McQuade,
"Pigs, Priests, and Peasants,"
Dr. Sherwood Mercer, "The
Scotch-Irish in the Piedmont
Carolinas," Dr. Gratis Williams,
"The Scotch-Irish in the Mountains," Dr. E. Gailey, "ScotchIrish in Northern Ireland," and
Dr. Arnold Shankman of Winthrop College, "Area Research
The book is used as background reading for the Irish
course Dr. Weaver teaches.
Copies of his book are available
for $8.00 at Joynes Center.
Reviews have not been received yet because the book
just came out last November.

Damage decrease

Dr. Jack Wearer, an Entflsh
professor here at Winthrop, has
also compiled and edited a book
on Scotch-Irish heritage. (PAO
photo)

Decreased damages, noise and
destruction mark the significant
results from the .banning of kegs
and excessively large parties in
the dormitories.
Becoming effective at the
beginning of the fall semester,
students were not allowed to
permit beer kegs or a large
number of people in their
rooms.
"We have had some very
good feedback from both students and staff," reports Cynthia Cassens, dean of housing.

"There has not been as many
inddent reports on noise or
damages, and I think that shows
a positive reflection."
After thorough debating over
the summer, the ban was offidally instigated in the housing
poli<*y. Cassens adds, however,
that Winthrop is not ihe only
school that has placed such a
ban. "This is common at schools
across the nation. Partying is
fine, but it must be don: with
responsibility."

on-campus housing to work, or
"Duke will go out of its way to
find housing for the student, and
Duke has had students living
with other employees or renting
from employees." Duke also
pays the student for commuting
Co^op students at Duke get
seniority towards a full-time

A trip to Belfast
(Continued from page 10)

one small grey-haired lady, of
over seventy, who said chat she
had been to the Archives on six

During the next four days I
learned a great deal about the
dty through conversation and
through walks through the safer
parts of town. Belfast is one dty
that if you are looking for
position should they ever be dents Will be given an oppor- trouble or exdtement you can
tunity
to
compete
for
future
soon find it.
hired on a permanent basis.
Belfast is a 9 to 5 pjn. dty.
To date, all six Co-op stu- co-op positions, and it's never
The people are prisoners of the
dents have been female. "I'm too late to apply.
environment created by the
surprised we've had so few male
present bombing campaign. Ask
applicants. We've really had only
any resident what he does at
Students
who
are
interested
two or three." McCall adds that
he has nearly twenty Co-op in the program should pick up a night and the answer invariably
student files, but hopes for copy of the co-op handbook, is: stay at home.
In many ways, Belfast hss the
"Your Guide to Experiential
more.
If the successes of Jackie Education," available in the same problems facing many AmJohnson, Rosemary Browne, and Office of Placement and Career erican dties: How to re vitalize
Peggy Kendrick are any exam- Planning, Room 119A Thur- a dying dty center, making it a
place to be, rather than a place
ple, many more Winthrop stu- mond.

Co-op Program - an aid to future jobs
(Continued from page 10)

Now there's a tittle Christmas spirit! From the gays to this
Richardson room, and from all of us at The Johnsonian, have a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! (TJ photo by Puppy
Hartis)

to avoid. A recent report revealed that in 1970 there were
seven-and-a-half times as many
late evening buses in Belfast as
there was in 1980. The report
further noted that the poorer
bus travellers shop in town
and "there has been a general
decline in the quality of shops
in the dty center." Thereport recommended improved
security, better street lighting,
more and later buses and improved car parking.
As the bewitching time of
evening approached, we began
to make our way back to suburbs. During my three days in
the dty, I followed the lifestyle
of the native - at work during'
the day and relative safety of the
home at night.
A few days after my return
to Dublin, the newspapers announced that the H-Block hunger strike had ended. Hope
spread through die island for
tortured Belfast.
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The Dublin City Marathon in Ireland
By RON CHEPESIUK
Special to TJ
Waiting on a damp, drizaly
autumn day for the leaders of

the Dublin Qty Marathon to
turr. the comer and head into
the home stretch, reminded me
of South Carolina and the joggers I know ;uid left behind.
I also thought of the Char-

Campus drinking
(CPS)—More college students
are drinking alcohol than ever
before, and one-third of all
students in the country are
problem drinkers, a new study
from the University of Florida
reports.
According to the study 88
percent of the 1020 Florida
students questioned now drink,
the highest ever recorded among
the college-age population.
About a third of those student drinkers, moreover, are
' problem drinkers," making alcohol abuse on campuses "one
of the greatest health problems
in the country," the survey
concluded.
"The study confirms what
has been an assumption for a
long time," says Dr. Gerardo
Gonzalez, director of the Campus Alcohol Information Center at Florida and president of
the
nationwide
BACCHUS
(Boost Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of University Students). "A significant
number of college students are
problem drinkers, and the amount isrisingall the time."
Gonzalez adds the study also
confirmed the impression that
college students as a group
drink more than other sectors

lotte Observer Marathon and
the thousands who would soon
be lining up to test their mettle
at the 10K and the 26 plus miles
runs. Still there was a big difference with this race. There were

spreads

drunk, drinks alone, or incesof the populace.
About 70 percent of the santly drinks to the point of
general population indulges, intoxication.
Furthermore, nearly 80 perwhile nearly 90 percent of the
campus population drinks alco- cent of all campus vandalism
is related to alcohol drinking
hol, Gonzalez says.
But Gonzalez quickly notes Gonzalez reports.
that most students are "responsible drinkers."
"Most of the students are
aware of the risks and consequences of alcohol abuse, and
they have a pretty high level of
knowledge regarding the use of
alcohol."
Gayle Massey, from Rock
In the 1950s, about 70 per- Hill, won the $50 worth of
cent of the nation^ college stu- gas that was raffled by Council
dents drank, compared to for Exceptional Children (CEC).
Carolyn Palmer, also of Rock
around 80 percent in the sixties
Hill, wen second prize which
and seventies.
"We want to focus on how to was $25 worth of groceries.
drink rather than whether or not
to drink," he says. "We want the
majority of drinkers, who are
responsible, to lend their support and advice to their peers
who are having problems with
alcohol."

CEC
raffle
winners

Alcohol abuse among students usually shows up when a
student misses classes because of
hangovers, forgets what happened the night before, skips
attends classes while

no fun runners. No one running
in the I0K. Just msrathonersan incredible 6,600 of them.
To contemplate this number
is not difficult. Both South
Carolina and Ireland are close
enough in population size to
conjure an image. Imagine 6,600
ardent runners congregating each
year in Columbia in January
for its annual marathon.
Despite the problems that
one can easily associate with a
race of this size, Dublin is
generally credited with having
one of the best organized marathons in the world.
Any visitor that stays in Ireland for any length of time soon
realizes that the country is
afflicted with a mania. The
country is runrnng crazy.
Day and night, in the months
leading up to the marathon, I
could see half-naked people,
panting, sweating and agonizing
their way through the streets of
Dublin. Oae day on a bus I
gawked at a determined young
women with her arm in a sling,
making her way up a stubborn
hill.
Thf growth of Dublin's premier sporting event has been
truly phenomenal. One Irish
friend remembers
few hundred running and a few more
watching." He says, in almost
mystical terms that marathoning
has brought running to the people. Entries were up this fall a
remarkable 400% over last year
and an estimated 300,000
crowded the sidelines to watch
and cMer the spectacle.
There was even a claim in
the post race enthusiasm that
the marathon had even done
some good for the politically
troubled island. Runners came

from all 32 counties of Ireland,
Protestants and Catholics both
North and South, sharing the
common ordeal of truing to
finish track and field's most
celebrated event. A new angle,
no .doubt, for the Sheehns,
Fixxs and other high priests
and gurus of long distant running.
Unfortunately, a dispute
between two rival magazines in
the aftermath of the race shows
thf.t maratnoning is now a big
business. The well established
magazine, MARATHON has
accused the upstart fledgling
IRISH RUNNER, of misusing
pubBc funds to promite itself.
The government has begun an
investigation of the allegation.
Loud cheers, a hovering helicopter and a police escort heralded the arrival of soon to be
winner of the race. A graceful,
effortless movement of siner
and bone moved past. "Pizza
Cabin" on the front of his jersey acknowledged the support of
the crowd; Kentucky Fried
Chicken on his back and bid
farewell.
He looked like every runner
who had ever won a marath .a.
Somewhere, I thought they
must be manufacturing them to
keep up with demand. He was
Neil Cusack, the 1974 winner of
the Boston Marathon.
A respectable 6,000 finished
the race. The last was a slight
grey haired lady in deven house
and fifteen minutes.
And the most unusual
runner? A middle aged doctor
who ran the New York Marathon, caught a plane and. still
under the effects of jet lag, ran
and completed the Dublin CSty
Marathon.

128 S. CHERRY RD
324-5216

FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY
ONLY FOOD - NO BEVERAGES

The Winthrop Eagle takes a free throw during a recent basketball gnrr.s. By the way, the Great Feathered One put it in the
basket! (TJ photo by Puppy Hartis)
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They suspect a cover-up of rape
BOSTON, MA (CPS)—Several paper that contained a story
about a campus rape.
country recently found themThough publication of the
selves In trouble for trying to DePaulia was suspended, Dereport rapes rumored on their Pauft president finally ordered
campuses.
the paper reinstated.
Suspecting that violent crime
On all three campuses, stuhad increased in and around dent journalists now suspect
their campus, staffers at Boston their administrations are trying
College's paper resorted to suing to cover up crime statistics for
college police to try to get a fear of damaging their schools'
public im8ge.
look at BC crime records.
A few days later in mid"We'dreceived'a call from an
October, members of Boston anonymous student that there
University's student paper staff had been an attempted rape at
staged an impromptu sit-in at a dorm," recalls Edward CaBU police headquarters in an fesso, news editor at Boston
attempt to see records of BU University's Daily Free Press.
crime. The students were arrest- "We called the campus police,
ed, and now face trial on tres- and they said they hadn't heard
passing charges.
anything about it. That's chat's
And in the , most extreme been happening for years reexample of administration con- garding crime on campus here."
cern over student reporting at
Subsequently, Cafasso says,
campus crime, Chicago police he and four other staff memin early October seized the en- bers went to campus police
tire press run of an edition of headquarters to see police log}
DePaul University's student of tae alleged rape attempt^
college newspapers around the

Now here's a modest fellow (or is he shy?). Tom Haxton didn't
want his picture taken. Wsft, it spems like he w o n . . . this time!
I (TJ photo by Craig Tucker)

October 9th issue of the DeRefused access to the records, Silber."
"We have not covered up Paulia, which ran a story about a
the group remained at the station until Chief Paul- Bates or- anything," counter? Robert Ber- rape committed on the Chicago
dered them to leave. !lWe didn't geuheim, BU vice President tot camp** three days earlier.
Before the edition was conplan to stage a sit-in," Cafasso Labor-Public Relations. "Not a
asserts. "It was all kind of spon- single incident on campus, whe- fiscated, Editor Vince Kellen
ther rape or anything else, has had refused Croak's request to
taneous." .
delay running the story for a
When the students refused to been supressed."
While Bergenheim admits the week.
vacate the premises, "We were
"My concern was for the
arrested, handcuffed, and march- present secrecy of BU police
ed out of the building," Cafasso files represents "the adminis- young lady not to read about
tration's
view,
not
mine,"
he
this
in (he school newspaper,"
relates. The five were taken to a
down-town Boston police sta- also fears the impact of "cov- says Croak, who had counseled
tion, where Cafasso says they erage blown out of context. the rape victim and claims
spent two hours in jail before Student journalists tend to play she was "going through conbeing baled out by their news- things up to sound as if the siderable trauma."
"I'm a First Amendment
paper. A trial date is set for world is coming apart."
"Believe me, we don't take devotee," Croak asserts, "and I
November 13.
the
problem
of
crime
lightly,
don^
beHevii in limitation of
"Did they tell you that I
guaranteed I would be on the though. We're aware college information. I had pangs of conphone to them at four o'clock," campuses are magnets for crim- science about confiscating the
paper, but my obligation to
Bates retorts. "They were ar- inals."
"I don't think it gives us a the individual student's wellrested and charged with trespassing. That's the whole story black eye if a problem with being had to come first."
security is publicized," says
DePaulia Editor Kellen notes
as far as I'm concerned."
Cafasso notes his group was Rev. Thomas Croak, dean of that the regular Chicago repress
inspired by fellow journalists students at DePaul in Chicago. carred the rape story. "(Croak)
"It should simply goad us into could have requested the papers |
at Boston College.
not to run the story, but the
"We had information that a doing a better job."
But Croak admits "There's a attitude seemed to be they can
rape had occurred on campus,"
says Elisa Speranza, news editor lot of concern by college ad- run it, but we shouldn't run it
at The Heights, BC's student ministrators in general about the at DePaul.'"
Croak's order was overturned
paper. "The police denied it had image of their schools as being
happened and wouldn't let us safe, especially when you have four days later' in a special session of a university senate subsee their logs. We get a lot of an urban campus."
Croak was the administrator committee on publications, and
reports from students about
who
ordered
campus
and
city
the confiscated edition was subcampus crime, which we'd like
to substantiate. But the police police to seize all copies of the sequenty distributed.
just say 'No, it didn't happen,
and we can't let you see our
The BC paper then filed suit
under a Massachusetts law that
makes most police log entries,
public knowledge,
Boston College and Boston
University officials contend the
statute doesn't apply to their
privately-hired police forces.
BC's Speranza notes that student papers at nearby Harvard,
Brandeis, Wellesley and Tufts all
have access to campus police
files.
She stops short of saying
BC police are covering up
crime. "We don't know for
a fact whether they're concealing a lot of stuff or not. That's
just the point of our suit. We're
trying to find out."
Cafasso suspects the BU administration of encouraging
police suppression of crime reports, out of a preoccupation
with its self-image. "I think
there's a high source o? pressure on Chief Bates, perhaps
even from (BU President John)

WILLARDS AUTO CLINIC
& COLLEGE TEXACO
-MOVING TO427 E. MAIN ST. - GULF STATION
the first of next month

SPECIAL
OIL LUBE AND FILTER

$12.50
$1
:

TEXACO

Wiiiard DeBruhl
Manager

DUI-IF YOU'RE LUCKY,
YOU'LL ONLY LOSETOURLICENSE.
If you drive under the influence of alcohol or drugs, you risk arrest.
Or worse. So drive straight. Or ride with a driver who is.

CASE PRICES IN ALL BEI
WE HAVE KEGS.
ICE COLD BEER
We have Hot Fried Chicken,
Hot Dogs, Bar-B-Que, SausageDog*, and Potato Wedges.

spores
Basketball team average
The Winthrop men's basketball team is off to a slow
5-3 start this year, and many are wandering why.
If the losses on their record are looked at, maybe the
reason for this so far average season could surface.
The opening game of the season Winthrop faced
Coastal Carolina and was shocked (to say the least) as
Coastal controlled the game and ended up with a six point
victory.
The reason for loss number one could be opening
jitters.
The next blimish on the Eagles record came from Furman University. In the closing minutes Winthrop had
several opportunities to win, but couldn't capitalize.
Mental mistakes and late turnovers cost W.C. that contest,
and chalked up loss number two.
limestone College was credited for loss number three
on the Eagles record. Coach Nield Gordon called this
contest "the poorest game we've played."
After a 15 point first half deficit Winthrop came back
to pull within five only to have a technical foul and several
turnovers beat them.
It seems that in big games whenever Winthrop gets
close enough to take the lead (.hey beat themselves by
dumb mistakes.
A lot of mental errors have been committed by veteran
players.
Inexperience at the guard positions is understandable
because both starting guards prior to this year haven't
had much playing experience.
December 19, Gerald McAfee will be eligible to play.
McAfee saw a good amount of playing time last year and
hopefully he will bring some experience to the guard
position.
McAfee was ineligble to play this semester due to taking
a course over. An athlete to participate in intercollegiate,
sports has to have at least 12 hours academically, but with
the repeated course McAfee only had nine, academic hours.
Hopefully, McAfee will bring some leadership and experience to the ba!I iti-m because boy they need it.
J.D. Stanley

Eagle Scoreboard
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Date

Opponent

Voorhees College
at Allen University
Piedmont College
at Furman University.
USC Aiken
at WBTV Carolina Classic
in Belmont, N.C.
USC-Spartanburg
Dec. 8
at Central Wesleyan College
Dec. 12
at Voorhees College
Dec. 16
Dec. 27-29 at Qmncy Invitational Tournament, Quincy, fi.
at USC-Spartanburg
Jan. 6
Union College
Jan. 8

Nov. 19
Nov. 23
Nov. 27
Nov. 28
Nov. 30
Dec. 3-5

Time/Score
Won 84-53
Won 79-60
Won 73-63
Lost 58-53
Lost 83-73
Lost 94-82
Lost 74-59
8:00
• 7:30

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Dec. 10
Dec. 12
Dec. 17
Dec. 19
Jan. 11
Jan. 12

Columbia Ccllage
Coastal Carolina College
at Armstrong State College
at Wake Forest
at Baptist College
at College of Charleston

6:00
3:30
6:00
TBA
6:00
7:30

Women extend winning streak
The women's basketball team from Bentonville, Md., gained
extended their winning streak j g points. Dykton and Bryant
to four games with wins over collected 14 points each, and
Baptist College and USC-Aiken.
the Eagles increased their record to 4-1.
Head Coach Karen Brown,
The Eagles defeated Baptist
71-67 behind the scoring of who is in her fi*gt year at Winfreshman Janet Dykton's 22 throp, is pleased with her
points. Also in double figures squad's play. "I am real proud
for Winthrop was Janet Freder- of the girls after losing to Lanick, a native of Rock Hill, with der and now winning four
14 points and senior Rosita straight," Brown said. "Their
Fields with 13 points. Pam intensity has been tremendous
Bryant collected a team-leading and everyone is hustling. There
5 rebounds to pace the Eagles is room for improvement, but
to their third consecutive vic- right now I am pleased."
The Eagles will play at
tory. Against USC-Aiken, Winthrop was led by freshmen Armstrong State Saturday, and
Mary Susan Austin's 17 puuiis. at Wake Forest Saturday to go
Suzanne McHugh, a freshman into the Christmas Holidays.
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A volleyball season to remember
By JOSHUA I. BAKER
TJ sports reporter
One of the most successful
volleyball seasons In recent Winthrop College history has come
to a close, but was it ever a
•season to remember'.
The Eaglfts aawtheir
of national championship
when they were ousted from
the national tournament by Sam
Houston State 15-17, 15-13,
15-7 Dec. 3 in Colorado Springs,
Colo. Earlier in the day, Winthrop had defeated Edinboro

"I would have Hked to have
done better, but we had a very
good year and I am very proud
of the team," Mdzingo continued.
M
A Good Year" may be an
understatement as the Eagles
went 44-17 this season. The 44
McZuigO WOuiu ltdve wins represented « « mOM ever
Hked to, she was pleased with by a Mozingo coached team.
her squad's effort. "I was dis- Included in those 44 wins was a
appointed we didn't do better 13-game winning streak which
than we had expected, but we also included the State and
got a chance to go to the na- regional championships.
tionals and only 15 other
The Eagles icfid well in tourteams did," said Mozingo.

State (Pfe.) 16-18, 15-6, 15-9,
but lost to 6th seeded Lewis
University 15-7,15-5,15-3, thus
the Eagles were forced into
the mist-win situation against
Sam Houston Strte.
While the Eagles did not perform quite as well as Coach

naments, as they finished 5th in
the N.C. State Tournament;
runner-ups in the Francis Marion Tournament, and third in
the Jacksonville tournament. Also, the Eagles defeated 18 teams
in Division One which showed
that Winthrop would compete
wife top wmjieMuOa.
The Eagles (fid not only capture team honors, but they received individual honors as well.
Senior Staria McColium and
sophomore
Lois
Crawford

Newcomer Gaither finally comes home
By JOSHUA L BAKER
TJ sports repeater
like the song says 'Take
the long way home" (by Supertramp), Winthrop Eagle eager
Mike Gaither has indeed took
the long way home to Rock
Hill and Winthrop College.
Gaither, a native of Rock
Hill, played his high school basketball at Rock Hill High
School. Upon graduation in
1979, Gaither chose the University of South CarolinaSpartanburg after turning down
offers from Gardner-Webb, Pembroke State, and North Caro-

Mlke Gaither

Hna A & T, just to name a few.
However, things weren't like
they should have been at USCS
and Gaither decided to transfer. Fortunately, for Winthrop,
Gaither decided to come home.
"At Spartanburg the facilities were not that great," said
Gaither. "After my freshman
year, I looked around and decided to come and play for
Winthrop."
According to Gaither, there
were many reasons why he chose
Winthrop. "Winthrop had real
good facilities, especially with
the new neldhouse going up.
Also, the school was growing
fast, and Coach Gordon is a
very well respected person,"
Gaither said.
Another reason for Gaither's
attencfing Winthrop was because of Eagle teammate Tim
Raxter. "Tim and I played high
school ball together, and we
were good friends. After he
heard I had left Spartanburg, he
encouraged me to come hero
and play, so I decided that Winthrop was the place to come,"
said the soft-spoken Gaither.
After sitting out a year because of NAIA eligibility rules,
Gaither is the starting point

Gaither sees tire rest of the
season as an improvement process for himself and his teammates. "We will get better as
the season goes along," assured
Gidther. "We want to be ready
to go to Kansas City and the
only way to do that is to imAll of this for a first year prove and take each game at a
player you'd think Gaither time."
Now that Gaither has bewould be tickled to death, but
come comfortable with the team
dont believe it.
"I am not satisfied with my and Winthrop, he feels that it
play," Gaither said. "My shoot- will reflect in his play. ' 1 think
ing percentage (.451) should be my play will get better when I
better and I'd fike to reduce get used to the guys on the
my turnovers. However, as the team. So far everything is going
season goes on, I feel that I will pretty well. I am really happy
that I came here," Gaither
improve."
The Eagles opened the season said.
And for Winthrop College,
at home against Coastal CaroHna
and fell victim to the Chanti- you can bet that they are too.
leers 64-58. Gaither feels that
this game served -as a wake-up
call for himself as well as the rest
of the team.
"I was surprised we didn't
play that well against Coastal,"
said Gaither, who is a sophomore this year. "It seemed at
first this year that we didn't
think that we could be beat, but
the loss to Coastal kind of made
us aware of the fact that Winthrop could be beat."

guard on this year's 5-2 Eagle
squad. Not only is he starting,
but he is the team's second leading scorer with a 17 point
per game average. He is also
the team's second leading assist
man with an average of four

garnered All-State Honors and
"tarT-nlium ^ h m a n VJcM Valentine, and junior Barbara Reynolds were named to the AllRegion Squad.
Other highlights of the 1981
season were wins over Appalachian State., as they had
m m : S « Eagles o i w herose,
and a decision over national
power Clemson University in
Cle risen.
Even though most of the
starting line-up returns, the Eagles will lose the services of
senior
McColium,
McColium not only contributed
her talents to the team as a
player, but she was everything
that a coach could have wanted
from her senior for leadership.
"There is no question that
Starts win be hard to replace,"
said Mozingo. "She gave 100%
everytime and rarely had a bad
game. Even if we- were not
playing well she had the determination and desire to do
better. We will definitely miss
her talents as a player and a
leader."
As far as next year is con cerned, Mozingo is excited.
'Tlaying out in Colorado gave
us a lot of experience and confidence," continued Mozingo.
"It showed the giris that they
could compete . on a national
level and we look forward to
next year. If we get who we
are after as far as recruiting
goes, we should take another
trip to the nationals."

CAROWIIMDS

Midway Music Hall
Sun., Jan. 31; 12-4 p.m.
Productions feature professionally designed scenery, costumes, staging
and choreography in fully equipped theatres and outdoor stages
Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalist* • Technicians
Variety Performers • $180-250/week
One round tnp air fare wiS be paid to hired performers traveling over
25Q mies to the pant.
Contact" Live Shows. Carowmds. Box 240516. Chartocte. NC 28224
or K'igs Productions. Entertainment Dept . 1932 Highland Ave.. Cincinnati. OH 45219

^Copyright !98I.Kings Productions

The miphiy Winthrop Cheerleaders (to the left), and Golden Garnets (above) cheer on
athletes to victory! (TJ photos by Puppy Hartis)
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Last-ditch ERA drive

(CPS)—When University of of the school year to work
Illinois women working for the for ratification."
Equal Rights Amendment re- "We'd rether spend time now
cently picketed a tavern where working for the ERA than to
anti-ERA state legislators hang spend the rest of our lives strugout, two students threw cans gyng for simple justice/'reasons
and women's underwear at them Deborah DeBare, one of the
from the tavern's roof.
three students leading the
Onlookers hurled "objects" college ERA effort.
and verbal sluis at University of
"College students are in the
Georgia women, too, when they generation that stands to benefit
rode a pro-ERA float in the most from passage of the ERA,"
university's homecoming parade adds campaign Coordinator
in October. "Later two guys Laurie Goldstein, "so we think
were following the float carry- they have a vital interest in
ing a banner that said 'ERA carrying on the message."
sux,' " recalls student ERA
But other ERA activists take
worker Gail Cowie.
issue with the student missionThus dawned the campus ary idea, and question the wisversion of the last-ditch effort dom of asking supporters to
to convince three more states to quit school.
ratify the Equal Rights Amend"Being a teacher myself, I
ment, which prohibits legisla- find the idea hard to swallow,"
tures from passing laws dis- says Carolyn Johnson, a comcriminating on the basis of munications professor at Cal
gender. Thirty-five states have State-Fullerton and president of
already approved the measure. Women in Communications.
Three more must okay it by
'The students at many camJune 30,1982 if it is to become puses are interested, they're cona constitutional amendment.
cemed, and they haven't given
In trying to revive pro-ERA up," she observes. "But what
sentiment, the National Organi- they need to do is stay in school
zation for Women (NOW)--pro- and get organized. What they
bably the biggest pro-ERA need is guidance."
group-is recruiting college stu"I don't think asking students to help lobby in the 15 dents to leave school would be
states that have yet to approve very successful here," opines
the ERA.
Marlena Williams of the University of Illinois' ChampaignThe ERA Campus Campaign, Urbana ERA Coalition. "That
as NOW calls the project, began kind of strategy would only
this fall with a whirlwind tour affect people who are heavily
of 25 colleges in the northeast, involved. I'm suie not many of
The three campaign leaders, who us would leave school at this
have temporarily dropped out of time."
college, plan to tour other re- Cal State's Johnson "thinks
gionssoon.
"the campus campaign would be
But while the northeastern m 0 re effective if it were led by
tour drew 500 "missionaries" actual students on campus, and
to the lobbying effort and en- not travelling missionaries."
couraged ERA workers, it also
y e t NOW plans to stick to
met with its share of contro- its missionary plan if only beversy.
cause, as NOW West Coast
The controversy was less over Coordinator Mamie Delaney exthe ERA than the campaign plains, "there are an awful lot of
leaders' suggestion that students colleges and universities to
drop out of school to work for cover."
the amendment.
"Isolation is a problem at
The Campus Campaign's lit- many campuses," agrees Bemice
erature, for example, asks stu- Hausman of Yale's ERA group,
dents to "give up a semester, "and NOW has a responsibility
their vacation, orre-arrangeparts
help them get organized."

Hazing questioned
(Continued from page 1)
Scavenger hunts which require participants to look for
rifficulous or embarrassing items
are considered hazing. Road
trips where the students are left
alone out ir the country and
dress codes ordering the participants to wear embarrassing
clothes are also hazing.
"If I have evidence of hazing,
I have no choice but to take
disciplinary action," Anfin said.
"And I would not hesitate to
take action."
Anfin said the penalties are
severe for an organization convicted of hazing. Not only
would the college impose a penalty, but the national office of
the organization would likely
impose one also.
"The charter would probably
be revoked for several years,"
she said. "But chances are if the
charter is revoked, it would be

the end of the chapter on the
campus."
Anfin said the elimination
of hazing is one of the main objectives of the nationals of each
fraternity and sorority.
"It's not a positive way to
build attitudes toward an organization. There are other ways
of building up the feeling of
belonging besides humiliating
people."
Anfin said she has letters
from just about every group
on campus stating that the
group opposes hazing.
Larry Sturcken, Sigma Phi
Epsilon president, said Sig Eps
agree with the present policy
of National and the school of
trying to eliminate hazing.
"The purpose of hazing was
okay when it was handled properly, but over the years the
situation has gotten out of
hand. People have been hurt or
even killed from hazing," Sturckken said.

The evening sun, seen through the Tillman belltower, seems to hang in a winter sky. (TJ photo by
Craig Tucker)

Lawsuit not on file
By MANDY C. ROLLINS
TJ news reporter

Law Firm, said. "I would ask
that I may defer answering
the question until a later
time."
Ridley said THE JOHNSONIAN asked a valid question.
Wesley Sturgis, the former
student, had an accident at the
Lake Area on April 7, 1981.
He was physically injured. When
asked about a possible lawsuit,
Sturgis said, "It's out of my
hands now. It's up to my law-

yer."
THE JOHNSONIAN found a
week ago that a lawsuit has not
been filed in 1981 against Winthrop by Sturgis.
William Nickles, HI, campus
attorney, was contacted for information but would not comment.
Sturgis presently resides at
607 East Black Street. He was
not a student at the time of the
accident.

Dr. Chris Reynolds, associate
professor of drama at Winthrop,
received a merit award for his
outstanding contribution in
to be considered as a possi- speech and drama from the
bility of establishing a housing South Carolina Communications
policy which will help stabilize Association.
the class structure of Winthrop.
The Board of Trustees will
Presenting the award during a
make the final decision on a statewide luncheon in Columbia,
housing priority when they vote Reba Higgins, director of drama
in February.
at Lower Richland High School

in Columbia, highlighted Dr.
Reynolds' professional career
saying, "Reynolds' special interest is using his platform as a
college theatre director to reach
community and high school
students and their directors,
whom he says, are 'the foundation of all university and professional theatre. . . These
people are the hope of the
future for arts in America.' "

A former student and his
lawyer would not comment
directly on rumors that the
student is planning to sue Winthrop.
"At this point and time
everyfting
is
premature,"
Charles Ridley, Jr., attorneyat-law of Ridley and Ridley

Freshmen
(Continued from page 1)

Reynolds gets award

